Local and global convergence in the temporal domain in Polish task-oriented dialogue
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Abstract

Conversational parties tend to mutually adapt their communicative behaviour in a number of dimensions, from the level of physical aspects of speech signal and gesture, utterance properties, up to the level of mental representations. In the present study, an attempt is made to track the process of convergence in the temporal domain both as a global tendency and a local phenomenon. The material under study consists of two sets of task-oriented dialogues recorded with or without eye contact (telephone conversations) between the speakers. All the recordings were segmented into syllables and analysed in terms of speech rate and syllable timing pairwise variability (sNPIV) for each speaker as well as for the correlations between the speakers in each pair. Global convergence tendencies were proven to be weak but some influence of dialogue settings and gender was found. The results seem to support the hypotheses that the alignment-related processes remain under the influence of many factors related to the dialogue flow and cannot be modelled as simply incremental.
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1. Background and previous studies

It is generally agreed that participants of dialogue tend to mutually accommodate, align and converge in various domains [1,2] that include the phonetic level of utterances [3,4,5,6,7], lexicon and syntax [8], postures, gestures and facial expressions [9,10,11] and, ultimately, mental models of situations [2,12].

Alignment is sometimes viewed as an almost automatic process based on priming [13] but it may be well driven by conscious communicative strategies [14]. Increased alignment has been shown to predict better communication efficiency, outcomes, and, presumably, better results of common task solving [15,16,17]. On the other hand, convergence has its limits: when mimicry goes too far it may result in the impression of parody. Moreover, in many communicative situations alignment may not work as a fully symmetrical process of increasing convergence between speech parameters of dialogue participants. Due to a higher social position, more asertiveness or some other factors, one of the dialogue parties may become the leader, while the other may decide to take a more subordinate role just not to inhibit the flow of communication [18].

The temporal aspects of dialogue interaction early attracted the attention of researchers, especially on the grounds of conversational analysis, where the precision in the arrangement of turn-taking has been often stressed [19]. More recently, formal approaches to turn-taking modelling have become more influential [20,21,22] and some more light has been shed on turn-boundary phenomena [7]. A number of studies have been devoted to the convergence of phonetic and especially of prosodic parameters of speech between conversational partners [23,24,25,26,28]. Nevertheless, many other aspects of the prosodic and temporal dynamics of dialogue remain less explored or, although extensively analysed, they still require more empirical evidence. Speech rate interdependencies in dialogue have been analysed in a limited number of studies, e.g. [3,5]. This type of prosodic alignment may be highly sensitive to various phenomena typical of spontaneous communication (hesitations, repairs, pauses, etc.) as well as the characteristics of the communication situation (external distractors) that can easily distort or disrupt it.

2. The aim of the study

According to the results of the abovementioned studies, the parties of dialogue tend to align locally or globally, and this process may also include convergence in the temporal domains, e.g., in the domain of speech rate and speech rhythm irregularity. The aim of the present study is to explore this type of convergence in the recordings of two types of Polish task-oriented dialogues (mutual visibility vs. lack of mutual visibility). Speech rate changes and speech rhythm irregularities may reflect important aspects of dialogue flow, including various dialogue fluency stages as well as task realisation stages and, in general, the quality of dialogue interaction [29].

3. Data and analysis

3.1. Recordings, segmentation and transcription

The recordings of task-oriented dialogues come from two Polish corpora: DiaGest2 corpus [30] and the Paralingua corpus [31]. Altogether, we analysed data based on the recordings of 40 voices, 20 from each of the corpora: 15 female speakers and 5 male speakers from the DiaGest2 corpus; 12 females and 8 males from the Paralingua corpus. All the recorded sessions were either conversations of two female speakers or a male and a female (no dialogues between two male interlocutors). In the DiaGest2 corpus, the task of the participants resolved itself in re-creating a figure made of paper by one of the participants (Instruction Follower, IF) according to instructions by the other (Instruction Giver, IG).
3.2. Analysis of speech rate changes and syllable duration variability

The data were explored using a “moving time window” approach, where a selected parameter was measured and averaged for each speaker within the window that was moving along the time axis. A similar method was used in [5,34] where additionally weights were used in the formula applied to measurements of accommodation of various acoustic/prosodic features, e.g., pitch, intensity or speech rate (thus using a weighted mean, where the interval durations were the weights). Four different window sizes were tested (5, 10, 30 and 60 seconds) in order to choose the optimum one, while the step was calculated as a proportion of the window size (33% in each case). Extremely narrow ones resulted in a substantial number of empty frames (i.e., not including any speech on one or both sides of the conversation) and thus did not support time-aligned analysis of dialogue turns. Applying very wide time windows helped to avoid this issue but, on the other hand, it might have concealed small-scale phenomena. As a consequence, the time window size was a result of a compromise. For most of the below calculations, the size of 30 seconds was applied as the smallest one that allowed to avoid empty frames.

Two timing-related parameters were taken into account. A “net” measure of speech rate (henceforth NSR) was calculated as the number of syllables within a time window (including those partially contained in the window as the respective fractions and excluding all kinds of pauses) divided by their total duration. Additionally, using a similar “moving time window” approach, a syllable-based nPVI (henceforth snPVI) [35] was calculated for each time window and each speaker in the dialogues under study. In case of the segments partially contained in a given window, their total durations were used in the nPVI formula. The nPVI was used with syllable-sized segments; cf. [36,37,38,39] as regards the definitions and plausibility of basic units for the analysis of pairwise variability.
difference was significant for both the 30-second time windows (IG mean=5.43, std.dev.=0.99; IF mean=4.88, std.dev.=1.19; p=0.0001) and the 60-second time windows data (IG mean=5.51, std.dev.=0.72; IF mean=4.92, std.dev.=0.86; p=0.0001).

Linear regression analysis was carried out for the data based on 10, 30 and 60 second time windows. While for the smallest window size no significant results have been found in the two corpora, with a 30 second window, four significant results of regression analysis were found in the DiaGest2 data and one in Paralingua. For the 60 second window, one significant result of regression was found in each corpus.

Significant results for the 30 second time window were found in dialogues 2 (R=0.314, p=0.024), 6 (R=0.629, p<0.001), 8 (R=0.415, p=0.007) and 9 (R=0.39, p=0.013) from the DiaGest2 data and dialogue 12 (R=0.432, p=0.006) from the Paralingua corpus. The significant results for the 60-second frame were found in different dialogues: dialogue 3 (R=0.617, p=0.021) from the DiaGest2 corpus and dialogue 7 (R=0.983, p=0.008) from the Paralingua corpus.

The results may suggest that alignment, understood as linear correlation between the speech rates of interlocutors, occurs rarely in this kind of task dialogues. On the other hand, when the phenomenon takes place, the correlation is very strong (98% in dialogue 7 from the Paralingua data) or medium (40%–60% in the other dialogues). Moreover, local alignment (30-second time window) occurred more often, than the global one. In this data alignment occurred more often in dialogues which participants had different roles (IG and IF).

Although IF’s speech rate showed a global tendency to be lower, the difference did not prevent the occurrence of alignment, but might even encourage it.

An additional Chi-squared test was used to test the hypothesis that alignment would be more frequent when interlocutors are of different sex. Significant and strong results were found for the DiaGest2 data alone (Pearson’s chi-squared=23.333, p<0.001) in contrast with non-significant results for the Paralingua data (Pearson’s chi-squared=1.667, p=0.4). The results were not significant for the 30-second time window data including both DiaGest2 and Paralingua results (Pearson’s chi-squared=3.3, p=0.069). In DiaGest2 data three occurrences of alignment were found between participants of different sex (out of five mixed pairs), and only one (dialogue 2) in a dialogue between two women. This may suggest that there is a higher probability of the occurrence of the local alignment between interlocutors of different sex. When it comes to the 60-second time window, the two cases of alignment found occurred in dialogues between two women (due to the small number of alignment occurrence no Chi-squared test was performed). This result may suggest further differences between local and global alignment.

3.2.2. The analysis of snPVI

The mean value of snPVI (30-second time window) equalled to 50.6 (std.dev.=8.8, range=20.4–80.3) for DiaGest2 and 48.2 (std.dev.=6.1, range=35.2–70.1) for Paralingua. The difference between the mean values of snPVI between the DiaGest2 and Paralingua data turned out to be statistically significant at p<0.01. DiaGest2 data were analysed additionally to test the difference between IG and IF speech rate. For the difference was significant for the 30-second time windows (IG mean=49.22, std.dev.=6.58; IF mean=51.41, std.dev.=11.84; p=0.041) but non-significant for the 60-second time windows data (IG mean=48.27, std.dev.=9.15; IF mean=49.73, std.dev.=12.69; p=0.39).

For the values of the snPVI linear regression analysis was carried out for each pair of speakers using 30 and 60 second time windows. Results were found significant (p<0.05) for two pairs for each size of the time window in the DiaGest2 data and for three pairs at 30 second time window in the Paralingua data set.

The significant results for 30-second window were found in dialogues 6 (R=0.306, p=0.026) and 10 (R=0.338, p=0.014) from the DiaGest2 data and dialogues 2 (R=0.502, p=0.022), 14 (R=0.896, p=0.004) and 15 (R=0.816, p=0.005) from the Paralingua data. The significant results for the larger time window were found in dialogues 6 (R=0.86, p=0.001) and 7 (R=0.631, p=0.011) from the DiaGest2 data.

Again alignment occurred rarely, but the correlations were often medium (dialogue 2 from DiaGest2) or strong. Only two weak correlations were found within the local time window data (dialogues 6 and 10 from DiaGest2). Like previously, local alignment occurred more frequently than global and there was more alignment in the DiaGest2 corpus. The difference in the mean snPVI between IG and IF participants has disappeared for the 60-seconds time window data but prevailed for the local data.

Significant results (the occurrence of alignment) were found in dialogue 6 from the DiaGest data for both measures for the local time window, and in both windows for snPVI. This dialogue seems to be exceptional, since all the other dialogues show alignment only once across all the analyses.

Chi-squared tests were also performed for the snPVI alignment results. Significant results were found for the DiaGest2 data (Pearson’s chi-squared=25.0, p<0.001 for 30-second frame, Pearson’s chi-squared=25.0, p<0.001 for 60-
second frame). The results are the same, since alignment occurred in both cases within two mixed pair dialogues.

The results were not significant for the data from both corpora analysed together (Pearson's chi-squared=1.818, \(p=0.479\) for 30-second frame, Pearson's chi-squared=2.716, \(p=0.127\) for 60-second frame) or the Paralingua data separately (Pearson's chi-squared=1.27, \(p=1.0\) for 30-second window). Results obtained from the DiaGest2 data may suggest a correlation between interlocutors sex and the probability of alignment. This suggestion may be strengthened by the fact, that two, out of three cases of alignment from the Paralingua corpus at 60-second time window (upper panel) and in dialogue 14 from Paralingua corpus at 30-second time window (lower panel).

4. Conclusions and further work

In the present study, an attempt was made to explore and detect inter-speaker convergence in the dimensions of speech rate (NSR) and syllable timing pairwise variability (snPVI). According to Kousidis [34], alignment in task-oriented dialogues may be much more difficult to detect. Nevertheless, such attempts have been made, e.g. [28], although results are not always clear-cut.

The overall speech rate means observed for both of the analysed corpora are similar (5.23 vs. 5.13 syll/sec) although the min-max range appeared to be wider in the DiaGest corpus (the overall rates are also in line with the rates for Polish normal reading rate [39]). Malisz [40] reported a higher overall mean around 6.9 syll/sec for Polish dialogues but using only fluent and coherent utterances with no unintelligible parts, false starts or hesitation markers while in the present work all utterances were used with the only exception of the segments labelled as filled pauses that were arbitrarily excluded from the analyses.

The results may suggest that the SR co-variability may be prevalently a local phenomenon that tends to occur most clearly within homogeneous, fluent stretches of conversation and may work very quickly and precisely as in the case of syllable boundary alignment [7]. On the other hand, it does not exclude the possibility of long-term, more permanent speech rate and syllable length variability accommodation even in the participants of task-oriented dialogues [23,34]. Verification of this claim, however, requires studies on larger corpora so that less prominent tendencies can be detected.

The influence of participants’ gender on the level of NSR and snPVI convergence was also investigated. The results for the DiaGest data are coherent with Street’s observations [3] and show less convergence in female-female pairs. As no influence was observed in the Paralingua data, one may hypothesize that the results may be somehow related to the mutual visibility condition. However, the factor of mutual visibility may somehow account for worse results in the timing-related convergence independently of gender matching.

In the DiaGest2, more manual activity (re-constructing a figure made of paper) was necessary while in Paralingua task, the participants had to scrutinize images (in order to find differences). It is difficult to judge which of the tasks tended to consume more attention and re-direct it from the partner to an object.

The differences in the overall ranges of NSR and snPVI might reflect the discrepancies in timing strategies applied depending on the presence or absence of “symmetry” in the task-solving roles. These observations are aimed to be further investigated also using other methods of syllable duration analysis, e.g. those accounting for deceleration/acceleration patterns [41,42] as well as more detailed analysis of pausing schemes. Note that although filled pauses were excluded from the present computations, it was observed that in DiaGest the number of pauses was considerably higher for IGs than for IFs while in Paralingua the number of pauses produced by the interlocutors was similar even though the total number of pauses was similar in both corpora. This, however, also requires further analyses as the proportion of the total speaking time between the dialogue participants should be taken into account.

Further research will include the analysis of alignment of timing-related phenomena in shorter stretches of speech between major changes of the conversation stages or topic shifts, fluency breakdowns and other phenomena that may significantly influence (hinder) the process of alignment between speakers.
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